
Federal Milk Marketing Orders Do Not Create Success 

Despite the attention given to the possibility of creating a Federal Milk Marketing Order in California as a 

way to boost producer prices, federal orders DO NOT guarantee higher prices for producers. For 

example, dairymen in New Mexico operate in the Southwest Federal Milk Marketing Order have over 

double the Class I (the highest value milk class used for fluid consumption) use percentage as California, 

but for the last 19 months have been paid about the same. In fact, the last information from January 

2013 to July 2014 (total 19 months) shows California has average $0.05 per cwt higher than New 

Mexico. How could this be? 

New Mexico mailbox price premium over California mailbox price 

 

Source: USDA, California Dept. of Ag: Prices are standardized for milk components 

 

In federal orders around the US, cooperatives and private processors regularly negotiate milk prices that 

can be above or below federal order class prices.  How much above or below depends on the local 

demand for milk. If federal orders did not allow milk to clear the market under class prices when there is 

over supply, it could cause severe disruptions for the whole milk shed. 

Real demand for milk is determined by production relative to processing capacity and how much 

revenue a cooperative or private processor can generate from the milk. Regions that have high levels of 

existing milk production relative to capacity or have fast growing milk production that is stretching 

capacity will sometimes have to sell milk for under federal order class prices.  At the same time, milk 

processors that are far from customers, which are still East Coast centric, will usually have to sell 

products less than the national average to make up for the higher transportation costs. In addition, the 

ability to generate more value from milk through higher value products, such as export oriented 

products, also plays a role.  
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For New Mexico there is high production versus capacity, high transportation costs to eastern 

customers, and also limited export market opportunity access given its distance to ports. For these 

reasons, New Mexico milk regularly sells below federal order class prices which cancels out their higher 

Class I use advantage. California has some of the same problems, including excess production relative to 

demand, high transportation costs to the eastern US, and has only about 12-13% Class I milk use 

compared to New Mexico’s 30%.  While California does have excellent port access, its evolution as a 

higher value exporter is still a work in progress.  For these reasons, a federal order in California would be 

challenged to increase producer pay prices. 

Proponents of federal orders also point to the Pacific Northwest as proof federal orders can create 

higher prices.  While they have similar geographical advantages and disadvantages to California, there is 

a very different industry structure in that region.  The cooperative Darigold, which controls about 90% of 

the milk in the Washington/Oregon region, has invested heavily in modern cheese/whey production as 

well as specialty export powders.  In addition, access to a large Class I fluid market (relative to the size of 

their manufacturing production) adds to their ability to pay competitive prices.  California cooperatives 

have not invested in the diversity of production capabilities, individually do not have that market share 

of the milk shed, or have the relative size of Class I markets to create this additional value. 

In conclusion, rather than the California dairy industry focusing on a federal order, which is unlikely to 

add any additional value to milk, efforts should be focused on reforms that incentivize more value 

creation. Regulated milk order and pricing schemes only distract from real value creation and delay 

market oriented reforms that are needed to increase dairymen milk prices and keep California’s dairy 

industry competitive in the future. 


